Introduction
Let M//G denote the quotient in the sense of Mumford's geometric invariant theory [31] of a nonsingular connected complex projective variety M by a linear action of a connected complex reductive group G. Such quotients semistability equals stability. This formula was obtained from a version of Witten's nonabelian localization principle [34] for compact Hamiltonian group actions. For ǫ > 0 and ζ a formal K-equivariant cohomology class on M, Witten defines an integral I ǫ (ζ), which depends on choosing a fixed invariant inner product <, > on k. This integral is
In [20] the integral I ǫ (ηe iω ) is rewritten as an integral over the Lie algebra t of a maximal torus T of K. The localization theorem for compact abelian actions proved by Berline and Vergne [6] and by Atiyah and Bott [3] is used to decompose this integral as a sum of terms indexed by the set F of components of the fixed point set M T of T on M. This leads to a formula (the residue formula, Theorem 8.1 of [20] ; see Theorem 3.1 of [22] for a corrected version) for κ M (η)e iω 0 [M//G]. In fact there is no need to include the factor of i here, so we shall follow the conventions of [22] and omit it. If n 0 is the order of the stabilizer in K of a generic point of µ −1 (0) the residue formula then is κ M (η)e ω 0 [M//G] = n 0 (−1) s+n + |W | vol (T ) res(D(X) 2 (1.4) where vol (T ) and [dX] are the volume of T and the measure on its Lie algebra t induced by the restriction to t of the fixed inner product on k, while W is the Weyl group of K, the polynomial function D(X) of X ∈ t is the product of the positive roots 1 of K and n + = (s − l)/2 is the number of those positive roots; as before, s is the dimension of K and l is the dimension of T . Also F + is a subset of F consisting of those components F of the fixed point set M T on which the constant value taken by the T -moment map µ T : M → t * (which is the composition of µ : M → k * with the natural map k * → t * ) lies in a certain cone in t * with its vertex at 0, and if F ∈ F then i F : F → M is the inclusion and e F is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to F in M.
In this paper we consider the more general situation where there may be semistable points of M which are not stable (or equivalently 0 is not a regular value of µ); we assume only that there do exist some stable points (or equivalently that there exist some points in µ −1 (0) where the derivative of µ is surjective). Then there is no longer a natural surjection from H * K (M) to H * (M//G), and since M//G is in general singular (with singularities more serious than orbifold singularities) its cohomology H * (M//G) may not satisfy Poincaré duality. However even for singular complex projective varieties, the intersection cohomology groups defined by Goresky and MacPherson [11, 12] satisfy Poincaré duality, as well as the other properties of the cohomology groups of nonsingular complex projective varieties known collectively as the Kähler package. Moreover the intersection cohomology IH * (M//G) of the quotient M//G is a direct summand of the ordinary cohomology of any resolution of singularities of M//G; this is a special case of the decomposition theorem of Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber [4] .
There is a canonical procedure (see [25] ) for constructing a partial resolution of singularitiesM //G of the quotient M//G. This involves blowing M up along a sequence of nonsingular G-invariant subvarieties, all contained in the complement M − M s of the set M s of stable points of M, to eventually obtain a nonsingular projective varietyM with a linear G-action, lifting the action on M, for which every semistable point ofM is stable. Then the quotientM //G has only orbifold singularities, and the blowdown map π :M → M induces a birational morphism π G :M //G → M//G which is an isomorphism over the dense open subset M s /G of M//G.
Since we are working with complex coefficients and neglecting torsion, orbifold singularities cause few difficulties and in particular the intersection cohomology IH * (M//G) of M//G is a direct summand of the cohomology of its partial resolution of singularitiesM //G. So we can consider the composition H * K (M) → H * K (M ) → H * (M //G) → IH * (M//G) (1.5) of maps, of which the first is induced by the blowdown mapM → M, the second is κM (see (1.1) ) and the third is the projection of H * (M //G) onto its direct summand IH * (M//G). This composition is surjective (see [26, 36] ) and in many ways it is a natural generalization of the map κ M : H * K (M) → H * (M//G) defined when M ss = M s at (1.1), so we shall call it κ M too. Since the inclusion of IH * (M//G) as a direct summand of H * (M //G) respects the intersection pairings of classes of complementary dimensions, it is reasonable to hope that the residue formula (1.4) can be applied to the quotientM //G to yield a formula for the intersection pairings of classes κ M (α) and κ M (β) of complementary dimensions in IH * (M//G).
Unfortunately various complications arise when we try to apply the residue formula (1.4) above toM to obtain pairings on the partial desingularizatioñ M //G. In particular, although the construction ofM //G from the linear G-action on M is canonical and explicit, the construction ofM is not. In fact the procedure given in [25] is to blow up the set M ss of semistable points of M along a sequence of nonsingular G-invariant closed subvarieties V of M ss , after each blow-up throwing out any points which are not semistable, to eventually arrive atM ss and thus obtainM //G =M ss /G. The varietyM itself can be obtained by resolving the singularities of the closuresV of these subvarieties V and blowing up along their proper transforms, but in practice this is not usually simple. Since the residue formula (1.4) involves the set of components of the fixed point set of the action of the maximal torus T of K, applying it directly toM is likely to be very complicated; knowledge of the set of semistable pointsM ss alone would certainly not be sufficient. Luckily it turns out that there is a simpler way to obtain the pairings.
We first observe that when K is itself a compact torus T (or equivalently when the complexification G = K c of K is a complex torus T c ) then most of the difficulties described above disappear. In this caseM can be obtained from M by blowing up along the components which meet M ss (or equivalently which meet µ −1 (0)) of the fixed point sets of subtori T ′ of T , in decreasing order of the dimension of T ′ .
We then make use of the key observation due to S. Martin [27, 28] and independently to Guillemin and Kalkman [14] 
when M ss = M s (although we have to be careful how we interpret the right hand side of this equation if semistability is not the same as stability for the torus action). If M ss = M s then we can compare the spacesM and M (T ) obtained in the constructions of the partial desingularizationsM //G andM (T ) //T c of M//G and M//T c . By applying (1.6) to the blow-upM of M, and comparing the blow-upsM //T c andM (T ) //T c of M//T c , we shall see (in Section 7 below) that even when M ss = M s we have
This reduces the calculation of pairings on the partial desingularizationM //G of M//G of elements of H * (M //G) coming from H * K (M) to the calculation of pairings on the partial desingularizationM (T ) //T c of M//T c , which as we have seen above are much easier to handle.
Recall that the image µ T (M) of the moment map µ T for the action of the maximal torus T of K is a convex polytope; indeed µ T is constant on the connected components F ∈ F of the fixed point set M T for the action of T on M, and so µ T (M T ) is a finite set, whose convex hull is µ T (M) [1, 15] . The convex polytope µ T (M) is a union of subpolytopes, each of which is the convex hull of a subset of the finite set µ T (M T ) and contains no points of µ T (M T ) in its interior. The interior of each such subpolytope consists of regular values of µ T . The boundaries (or 'walls') between subpolytopes consist of the critical values of the moment map µ T , and are the images under µ T of the fixed point sets of one-parameter subgroups of T . If F ∈ F is a component of M T whose image µ T (F ) under the moment map µ T does not lie on any walls passing through 0, then F does not meet the centres of the blowups in the construction of the partial desingularizationM (T ) //T c of M//T c . In this case the contribution of F to pairings on the partial desingularizatioñ M //G of M//G of elements of H * (M//G) induced by elements of H * K (M) is exactly as in (1.4) . However if µ T (F ) does lie on a wall through 0 then its contribution is more complicated (see Proposition 7.2 and the formula (7.4)).
In order to understand pairings in IH * (M//G) of intersection cohomology classes on the singular quotient M//G we make use of the work of the second author in [23] . First note that the composition κ M : H * K (M) → IH * (M//G) at (1.5) factors as the composition of the restriction map H * K (M) → H * K (M ss ) and a surjection κ ss M : H * K (M ss ) → IH * (M//G).
(1.8)
In [23] it is shown that if the action of G on M is weakly balanced (see Definition 5.3 below), then there is a naturally defined subset
In [23] it is also shown that the intersection pairing of two elements κ M (α) and κ M (β) of complementary degrees in IH * (M//G) is equal to the evaluation of the image in H * (M //G) of the product αβ ∈ H * K (M ss ) on the fundamental class [M//G], provided that α and β lie in V M . In Section 8 below we shall show that if α and β lie in V M and are of complementary degrees with respect to M//G, then the intersection pairing of κ M (α) and κ M (β) in IH * (M//G) is given, just as at (1.4), by
(1.9) provided that the multivariable residue res and the subset F + of F are interpreted correctly. In the case when T is one-dimensional, as before we can take F + to be the set of those F ∈ F such that µ T (F ) is positive. The difference now is that there may be some F ∈ F with µ T (F ) = 0, which cannot happen when semistability coincides with stability; this suggests that we need to be careful to decide whether F + consists of those F ∈ F for which µ T (F ) is non-negative, or just those for which µ T (F ) is strictly positive. However it turns out that when α and β lie in V M then
so in fact it does not matter which definition of F + we choose here, and the situation is similar when dim T > 1.
We can also consider Witten's integral I ǫ (ηe iω ). When 0 is a regular value of the moment map µ (or equivalently when semistability is the same as stability) then, as we have seen, I ǫ (ηe iω ) can be expressed as a sum of terms which tend to 0 exponentially fast with ǫ, together with
which is a polynomial in ǫ and can be expressed using the residue formula (1.4) as a sum over the components F ∈ F of M T . When 0 is not a regular value of µ we can still write Witten's integral I ǫ (ηe iω ) as a sum of exponentially small terms together with a sum over the components F ∈ F of M T (see Section 9 below). The terms in this sum indexed by F ∈ F such that µ T (F ) does not lie on a wall through 0 are exactly as they would be in the case when 0 is a regular value of µ, i.e. the residue of
In particular these terms are polynomials in ǫ. However the terms indexed by F ∈ F such that µ T (F ) does lie on a wall through 0 are in general only polynomials in ǫ 1/2 , and it is unclear whether the sum can be interpreted in terms of intersection pairings when 0 is not a regular value of µ.
The construction of the partial desingularizationM //G can also be carried out in the symplectic category, using symplectic blow-ups, to give a partial desingularization of the symplectic reduction of any Hamiltonian Kaction on a compact symplectic manifold [30, 35] . Because symplectic blowups depend on a number of choices the partial desingularizations obtained will not be unique up to symplectomorphism, but they will be determined up to symplectic homotopy, and in particular up to diffeomorphism. The analysis of Witten's integral I ǫ (ηǫ iω ) and most of what has been said above about pairings in H * (M //G) and IH * (M//G) is still valid for singular symplectic reductions and their symplectic partial desingularizations, although we are only able to prove (1.7) in the algebraic case and in the case when η ∈ V M .
In [34] Witten studied the moduli spaces M(n, d) of holomorphic bundles of rank n and degree d over a fixed compact Riemann surface Σ as symplectic reductions of infinite dimensional affine spaces by infinite dimensional Lie groups. When the rank n and degree d of the bundles are coprime (i.e. when semistability is the same as stability and the moduli space M(n, d) is nonsingular) then using physical methods Witten obtained formulas (later proved using different methods in [22] ) for intersection pairings on these moduli spaces from asymptotic expansions of the integrals I ǫ (ηe iω ) as ǫ tends to 0. He also gave formulas for the asymptotic expansions of the integrals in the simplest case when semistability differs from stability, namely the case of bundles of rank two and even degree, and he noted that powers of ǫ 1/2 appeared. In a forthcoming article [19] we will use the finite dimensional methods of [22] together with the results of this paper to rederive Witten's calculations for M(2, 0) and give formulas for intersection pairings in IH * (M(n, d)) and on the partial resolution of singularities of the moduli space M(n, d), in the general case for n ≥ 2 when n and d may have common factors so that M(n, d) may have singularities.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall briefly the relationship between geometric invariant theory (GIT) and the moment map in symplectic geometry, and the use of equivariant cohomology to study the cohomology of GIT quotients. In Section 3 we review Witten's principle of nonabelian localization and the residue formula of [20] in the case when 0 is a regular value of the moment map. In Section 4 we recall the construction of the partial desingularizationM //G. In Section 5 we review intersection cohomology and the work of the second author in [23] , and in Section 6 we study intersection pairings in IH * (M//G) via the isomorphism κ ss M : V M → IH * (M//G) from [23] . In Section 7 we reduce the calculation of pairings in the partial desingularizationM//G to the torus case by proving (1.7), and in Section 8 we give formulas for pairings in the cohomology H * (M //G) of the partial desingularization and pairings in the intersection cohomology IH * (M//G) of the singular quotient. Finally in Section 9 we study Witten's integral.
The moment map and cohomology of quotients
In this section we shall recall briefly the relationship between geometric invariant theory and the moment map in symplectic geometry (see e.g. [31] or [24] for more details), and the use of equivariant cohomology to study the cohomology of geometric invariant theoretic quotients.
Let M be a nonsingular connected complex projective variety, and let G be a connected complex reductive group acting on M. In order to define the geometric invariant theoretic quotient M//G we need a linearization of the action of G on M; i.e. we need a lift of the action to a linear action on a line bundle L over M. We shall assume for simplicity that M is embedded in a complex projective space P n and that L is the hyperplane line bundle on M; then we need the action of G to be given by a representation ρ : G → GL(n + 1). The quotient M//G is the projective variety defined by the finitely generated graded subalgebra of k≥0 H 0 (M, L ⊗k ) consisting of all elements invariant under the action of G. [31] or [32] ). (ii) A point x ∈ M with homogeneous coordinates (x 0 , . . . , x n ) in some coordinate system on P n is semistable (respectively stable) for the action of a maximal (complex) torus of G acting diagonally on P n with weights α 0 , . . . , α n if and only if the convex hull
contains 0 (respectively contains 0 in its interior). Now let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G; then G is the complexification of K. By choosing coordinates on P n appropriately we may assume that K acts unitarily. Then K preserves the Kähler structure on M given by the restriction of the Fubini-Study metric on P n . The Kähler form ω makes M into a symplectic manifold on which K acts. Associated to this action there is a moment map µ : M → k * , where k is the Lie algebra of K, given in homogeneous coordinates x = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) by the formula
Here the element ρ * (a) of the Lie algebra of the unitary group U(n + 1) is thought of as an n + 1 by n + 1 skew-hermitian matrix. Recall that the defining property of a moment map µ : M → k * is that
for all x ∈ M, ξ ∈ T x M and a ∈ k, whereã is the vector field on M induced by a. We also require that µ carries the given K-action on M to the coadjoint action on the dual of its Lie algebra.
When a compact group K acts on a symplectic manifold M and µ : M → k * is a moment map for the action, the symplectic form on M induces a symplectic form on the quotient µ −1 (0)/K (away from its singularities, at least), which is the Marsden-Weinstein reduction or symplectic quotient of M by the action of K. In our situation µ −1 (0)/K can be identified with the geometric invariant theoretic quotient M//G. A more precise statement is the following (see [31] If the Lie algebra k is given a fixed K-invariant inner product then we can consider the function ||µ|| 2 as a Morse function on M (although it is not a Morse function in the classical sense; see [24] ). It induces a Morse stratification of M, in which the stratum containing any x ∈ M is determined by the limit set of its path of steepest descent for ||µ|| 2 (with respect to the Kähler metric). This stratification can also be defined purely algebraically, and has the following properties (see [24] 5.4 and Chapters 12 and 13). (iii) The stratification is equivariantly perfect (that is, its equivariant Morse inequalities are all equalities) over the complex numbers, and in particular the restriction map
is surjective.
Here the K-equivariant cohomology of any topological space Y on which K acts is
(Recall that all cohomology groups have complex coefficients throughout this paper). Note that K is homotopically equivalent to its complexification G, so G-equivariant cohomology is naturally isomorphic to K-equivariant cohomology; we shall work with the latter in this paper.
If M is a manifold, the K-equivariant cohomology of M can be identified with the cohomology of a chain complex Ω * K (M) whose elements are Kequivariant polynomial functions on the Lie algebra k of K with values in the de Rham complex Ω * (M) of differential forms on M (see for example Chapter 7 of [5] ). We shall call elements of Ω * K (M) equivariant differential forms on M. The differential D on this complex is defined by 3
where X # is the vector field on M generated by the action of X (see Chapter 7 of [5] ). We can write Ω * K (M) = (S(k * ) ⊗ Ω * (M)) K where S(k * ) denotes the algebra of polynomial functions on the Lie algebra k of K. An element η ∈ Ω * K (M) may be thought of as a K-equivariant polynomial function from k to Ω * (M), or alternatively as a family of differential forms on M parametrized by X ∈ k. The standard definition of degree is used on Ω * (M) and degree two is assigned to elements of k * .
In fact, as a vector space though not in general as a ring, when M is a compact symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian action of K then H * K (M) is isomorphic to H * (M)⊗H * K where H * K = Ω * K (pt) = S(k * ) K is the equivariant cohomology of a point (see [24] Proposition 5.8).
It follows directly from the defining property of a moment map that if µ is regarded in the obvious way as a linear map from k to the
satisfies Dω = 0 and therefore defines an extension of the cohomology class of ω in H 2 (M) to an equivariant cohomology class in H 2 K (M). If every semistable point of M is stable then by Proposition 2.2 K acts on µ −1 (0) with only finite stabilizers. Because of the defining property (2.1) of a moment map, this implies that 0 is a regular value of µ and hence that µ −1 (0) is a submanifold of M. Since the cohomology with complex coefficients of a classifying space of a finite group is always trivial, it also implies that the obvious map
Composing this with the surjection of Proposition 2.3(iii), we find that if M ss = M s then there is a natural surjective ring homomorphism from H * K (M) to H * (M//G).
Example 2.4
Consider the action of G = SL(2) and its maximal compact subgroup K = SU(2) on P n identified with the space of unordered sequences of n points in P 1 (that is, with the projectivized symmetric product P(S n (C 2 ))). The diagonal subgroup C * is a maximal torus of G and acts with weights n, n − 2, n − 4, ..., 2 − n, −n on S n (C 2 ) = C n+1 . An element [a 0 , ..., a n ] of P n corresponds to the n roots in P 1 of the polynomial with coefficients a 0 , ..., a n ; it is semistable (respectively stable) for the action of G if and only if at most n/2 (respectively strictly fewer than n/2) of these roots coincide anywhere on P 1 . The induced stratification of M has strata S 0 = M ss and S j for n/2 < j ≤ n. If n/2 < j ≤ n then the elements of S j correspond to sequences of n points on P 1 such that exactly j of these points coincide somewhere on P 1 , and S j retracts equivariantly onto the subset of M where j points coincide somewhere on P 1 and the remaining n − j points coincide somewhere else on P 1 . This subset is a single G-orbit with stabilizer C * , so that
, and the fact that the stratification is equivariantly perfect tells us that
The same is true when M = (P 1 ) n , except that then S j has ( n j ) components, each of which retracts onto a single G-orbit and has equivariant cohomology isomorphic to H * (BS 1 ) (see [24] Section 9 for more details).
Example 2.5 (Example 6.3 in [23] .) Consider the C * -action on P 7 by a representation with weights +1, 0, −1 with multiplicity 3, 2, 3 respectively. Then
and ρ is a generator in H 2 (BS 1 ), by the ideal generated by ξ 2 (ξ − ρ) 3 (ξ + ρ) 3 . There are two unstable strata whose equivariant cohomology classes are ξ 2 (ξ − ρ) 3 and ξ 2 (ξ + ρ) 3 . Since the Morse stratification with respect to the norm square of the moment map is equivariantly perfect,
A Gröbner basis for the relation ideal is
Hence as a vector space,
Residue formulas and nonabelian localization
The map Ω * K (M) → Ω * K (pt) = S(k * ) K given by integration over M passes to H * K (M). Thus for any D-closed element η ∈ Ω * K (M) representing a cohomology class [η], there is a corresponding element M η ∈ Ω * K (pt) which depends only on [η]. The same is true for any D-closed formal series η = j η j of elements η j in Ω j K (M): we shall in particular consider terms of the form
If X lies in t, the Lie algebra of a maximal torus T of K, then there is a formula for M η(X) (the abelian localization formula [3, 5, 6, 7] ) which depends only on the fixed point set of T in M. It tells us that
where F indexes the components F of the fixed point set of T in M, the inclusion of F in M is denoted by i F and e F ∈ H * T (M) is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to F in M. In particular, applying (3.1) with η replaced by the formal equivariant cohomology class ηeω we have
Note that the moment map µ takes a constant value µ(F ) = µ T (F ) ∈ t * on each F ∈ F, and that the integral in (3.3) is a rational function of X.
The main result (the residue formula, Theorem 8.1) of [20] gives 
4)
where the constant 4 C K is defined by
5)
and n 0 is the order of the stabilizer in K of a generic point of µ −1 (0).
In this formula |W | is the order of the Weyl group W of K, while s = dim K and l = dim T , and n + = (s−l)/2 is the number of positive roots. The measure [dX] on t and volume vol (T ) of T are obtained from the restriction of a fixed invariant inner product on k, which is used to identify k * with k throughout. Also, F denotes the set of components of the fixed point set of T , and if F is one of these components then the meromorphic function h η
where γ runs over the positive roots of K. Note that it would perhaps be more natural to combine (−1) n + from the constant C K with D 2 (X) and replace them by the product γ γ(X) of all the positive and negative roots of K.
Let µ T : M → t * be the composition of the moment map µ : M → k * with the restriction map from k * to t * ; then µ T is a moment map for the action of T on M. In particular µ T is constant on any connected component F of the fixed point set M T for the action of T on M.
The multivariable residue res which appears in the formula (3.4) above can be thought of as a linear map defined on a certain class of meromorphic differential forms on t ⊗ C, but in order to apply it to the individual terms in the residue formula it is necessary to make some choices which do not affect the residue of the whole sum. Once the choices have been made, many of the terms in the sum contribute zero and the formula can be rewritten as a sum over a subset F + of the set F of components of the fixed point set M T , consisting of those F ∈ F on which the constant value taken by µ T lies in a certain cone with its vertex at 0. When the rank of K is one and t is identified with R, we can take
When K = U(1), then the residue formula becomes
where res X=0 denotes the coefficient of 1/X when X ∈ R has been identified with 2πiX ∈ k. When K = SU(2) we have
when X ∈ R has been identified with diag(2πi, −2πi)X ∈ t.
Example 3.2 When K = SU(2) with maximal torus T = S 1 acts on M = (P 1 ) n , the equivariant cohomology H * T (M) of M with respect to T is generated by n elements ξ 1 , ..., ξ n of degree two which are lifts of the standard generators of H * (M), together with another generator ζ of degree two coming from H * T , subject to the relations
H * K is generated by ξ 1 ,...,ξ n and ζ 2 subject to the same relations. We assume that n is odd, so that 0 is a regular value of µ, or equivalently semistability coincides with stability for the action of the complexification G = SL(2) of K (cf. Example 2.4). When P 1 is identified with the unit sphere S 2 in R 3 and the dual of the Lie algebra of SU(2) is identified suitably with R 3 the moment map is given by
The fixed point sets of the action of the standard maximal torus T of K on M are the n-tuples (x 1 , ..., x n ) ∈ (P 1 ) n such that each x j is either 0 or ∞. If we index these by sequences (δ 1 , ..., δ n ) where δ j = 1 if x j = 0 and δ j = −1 if x j = ∞, then (3.7) gives us the formula
for any polynomial q(ξ 1 , ..., ξ n , ζ 2 ) in the generators ξ 1 , ..., ξ n and ζ 2 for H * K (M) (see Section 9 of [20] ).
In order that the multivariable residue res which appears in the general version (3.4) of the residue formula should be defined, we still need to include the terms e µ(F )(X) and e ω coming from eω in the right hand side of (3.4). However we can omit them from the right hand side of (3.6) and (3.7) if we wish; they have done their job in reducing the sum over F ∈ F to a sum over F ∈ F + .
Note that (see [20] 2.7) the reciprocal of the T -equivariant Euler class e F (X) can be expressed in the form
where β F,1 , . . . , β F,N F are the weights of the action of T on the normal bundle to F in M, and c 1 (ν F,1 ), . . . , c 1 (ν F,N F ) ∈ H 2 (F ) are nilpotent. Thus the terms D 2 (X)h η F (X) appearing in the residue formula can all be expressed as finite sums of functions of the form
where q(X) is a polynomial in X ∈ t and λ(X) and β 1 (X), . . . , β N (X) are linear functions of X. It is shown in Proposition 3.2 of [21] and Proposition 8.11 of [20] that the multivariable residue of h(X)[dX] when h(X) has this form is determined completely by a few elementary properties. Alternatively res can be expressed in terms of iterated one-dimensional residues using Proposition 3.4 of [21] .
Remark 3.4 Note that the multivariable residue defined and used in [20, 21] is very slightly different from the one used here and in [22] , because in [20, 21] the residue formula is applied to formal equivariant cohomology classes of the form ηe iω instead of ηeω. The factors of i were omitted in [22] because they are essentially irrelevant to the residue formula, although they appear naturally in Witten's integral I ǫ (ηe iω ). In [20, 21] , and also Section 9 of this paper, functions of the form q(X)e iλ(X) / N j=1 β j (X) replace the functions of the form q(X)e λ(X) / N j=1 β j (X) studied here and in [22] . To obtain the elementary properties which uniquely determine the multivariable residue used here and in [22] , one simply omits all the occurrences of i in [21] Proposition 3.2 (see also Section 9 below).
Partial resolution of singularities
In this section we shall describe the construction of the partial resolution of singularitiesM //G → M//G (for more details see [25] ).
As before let M be a nonsingular complex projective variety embedded in a projective space P n and let G be a connected complex reductive group acting on M via a representation ρ : G → GL(n + 1). Let V be any nonsingular (ii) If π(y) is stable in M then y is stable inM.
The rough idea of the proof is to use Proposition 2.1 in conjunction with the facts that if k > 0 then the stability and semistability with respect to L ⊗k of a point of M is independent of k, and that when k is large the weights of the action on H 0 (M, π * L ⊗k ⊗ O(−E)) of a maximal torus of G can be thought of as small perturbations of the weights of its action on H 0 (M , π * L ⊗k ). A similar argument shows that if k is sufficiently large then the setsM s and M ss of stable and semistable points ofM with respect to this linearization are independent of k. 
By Hironaka's theorem [18] we can resolve the singularities of the closure of R∈R(r) GZ ss R in M by performing a sequence of blow-ups along nonsingular G-invariant closed subvarieties of M − M ss . We then blow up along the proper transform of the closure of R∈R(r) GZ ss R to get a nonsingular projective varietyM 1 . The linear action of G on M lifts to an action on this blow-upM 1 which can be linearized using suitable ample line bundles as above, and it is shown in [25] that the setM ss 1 of semistable points of M 1 with respect to any of these suitable linearizations of the lifted action is the complement in the inverse image of M ss of the proper transform of the subset The same procedure is now applied in [25] toM 1 to obtainM 2 such that no reductive subgroup of G of dimension at least r − 1 fixes a point ofM ss 2 . After repeating enough times we obtainM satisfyingM ss =M s , and then the induced mapM //G → M//G is a partial resolution of singularities. ., x n ) such that there exist distinct p and q in P 1 with exactly half of the points x 1 , ..., x n equal to p and the rest equal to q. They form n!/2((n/2)!) 2 G-orbits and their stabilisers are all conjugate to the maximal torus T c = C * of G. We obtain the partial desingularizationM//G by blowing up M//G at the points corresponding to these orbits, or equivalently by blowing up M ss along these orbits, removing the unstable points from the blowup (these form the proper transform of the set of (x 1 , ..., x n ) ∈ M ss such that exactly half of the points x 1 , ..., x n coincide somewhere on P 1 ) and finally quotienting by G.
5 Intersection homology and a splitting of the surjection κ ss M :
In this section, we shall recall the splitting constructed in [23] of the surjection κ ss M : H * K (M ss ) → IH * (M//G) defined at (1.8). Let W be a (singular) complex projective variety. Then it has a filtration W = W m ⊇ W m−1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ W 0 by closed subvarieties which defines a Whitney stratification of W with nonsingular strata W j − W j−1 of complex dimension j, and its intersection cohomology IH * (W ) with complex coefficients and with respect to the middle perversity can be defined as follows [11, 12] . Let IC 2m−i (W ) be the group of chains σ of dimension i in W such that
Then IC * (W ) is a chain complex whose cohomology is the intersection cohomology IH * (W ) of W . It does not depend on the choice of the stratification and it is a homeomorphism invariant [11, 12] . It coincides with ordinary cohomology for nonsingular varieties, and also for orbifolds since we are using complex coefficients.
Any two intersection cohomology classes of complementary degrees in W can be represented by cycles in W which intersect transversely and only on the nonsingular part of W at a finite number of points. If we count these intersection points with appropriate signs we obtain a nondegenerate pairing on IH * (W ) which is called the intersection pairing. Thus IH * (W ) satisfies Poincaré duality. It also satisfies the properties of the cohomology of smooth compact Kähler manifolds known as the Kähler package, including the existence of a Hodge structure and the hard Lefschetz property.
One of the most useful tools for working with intersection cohomology is the decomposition theorem of Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber [4] which tells us that if f : A → B is a projective map of complex varieties then there exist closed subvarieties B α of B and local systems L α on open dense subsets of B α such that
for suitable integers l α . If f is birational then there is some α such that B α = B and L α = C and l α = 0, so that IH * (B) appears as a direct summand of IH * (A) in this decomposition. In particular, the intersection cohomology IH * (M//G) of the GIT quotient M//G can be regarded as a direct summand of the ordinary cohomology H * (M//G) of its partial desingularizationM //G, so we get a surjection
The decomposition (5.3) is unfortunately not in general canonical, but in our situation the hard Lefschetz theorem can be used to make a canonical choice of decomposition and hence a canonical choice of surjection H * (M//G) → IH * (M//G) (see [26] .)
Our goal is to understand the intersection cohomology of the singular quotient M//G in terms of the equivariant cohomology of M. A procedure for computing the intersection cohomology Betti numbers dim IH j (M//G) is given in [26] , and it was generalized to symplectic quotients in [35] . One can compute the equivariant Poincaré series
of M ss by equivariant Morse theory applied to the function ||µ|| 2 as in [24] (cf. Proposition 2.3 above), and keep track of the equivariant Poincaré series while blowing up until one reaches the partial desingularization, and then switch to intersection cohomology while blowing down until one comes back to M//G [26, 35] . The switch is possible sinceM ss =M s , so that H * K (M ss ) is isomorphic to H * (M //G) = IH * (M//G).
Example 5.1 When K = SU(2) acts on M = P n we have
If n is odd so that semistability and stability coincide then this is a polynomial of degree 2(n − 3) in t whose coefficients are the (intersection) Betti numbers of M//G. If n is even, then to obtain the partial desingularizationM //G one must blow up M ss along the orbit of the element [0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0] ∈ P n corresponding to the polynomial whose roots in P 1 are 0 and ∞, each with multiplicity n/2, and then remove the unstable points from the blowup. This gives us
Finally we study the kernel of the surjection from H * (M//G) to IH * (M//G) to obtain the intersection Poincaré polynomial of M//G as
where [a] is the integer part of a. For more details see [26] .
The composition of the maps in the partial desingularization process gives us a map fromM ss to M ss and hence a ring homomorphism H * K (M ss ) → H * K (M ss ). Via the decomposition theorem the corresponding maps on quotients induce surjections on intersection cohomology whose composition gives us our surjection from H * (M //G) = IH * (M//G) to IH * (M//G). In this way we get This map κ ss M : H * K (M ss ) → IH * (M//G) is surjective; the proof of this in [26] is flawed but an alternative proof is given in [36] .
In order to get useful information about the intersection cohomology IH * (M//G), a splitting of the map κ ss M : H * K (M ss ) → IH * (M//G) was constructed in [23] under the assumption that the linear action of G on M is weakly balanced in the sense defined below.
Definition 5.2 Suppose a nontrivial connected reductive group R acts on a vector space A linearly. Let B be the set of the closest points from the origin to the convex hulls of some weights of the action.
For each β ∈ B, denote by n(β) the number of weights α such that α · β < β · β. The action is said to be weakly linearly balanced
Let R be a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes in G of subgroups which appear as identity components of stabilizers of points x ∈ M ss such that Gx is closed in M ss . Definition 5.3 Let G be a connected reductive group acting linearly on a connected nonsingular quasi-projective variety M. The G-action is said to be weakly balanced if for each R ∈ R the linear action of R on the normal space N x at any x ∈ Z s R to GZ ss R is weakly linearly balanced and so is the action of (R∩N gR ′ g −1 )/gR ′ g −1 on the gR ′ g −1 -fixed linear subspace N gR ′ g −1
For example, a C * action on P n is weakly balanced if and only if the number (counting multiplicities) of positive weights is same as the number of negative weights. The actions described in Examples 2.4 and 2.5 of SL(2) and its maximal torus C * on P n and (P 1 ) n are weakly balanced. More examples are provided by the (compactified) moduli spaces of holomorphic vector bundles of any rank and degree over a fixed Riemann surface (see Example 3.5 of [23] ).
For R ∈ R, we consider the natural map
where N R is the normalizer of R in G, and the corresponding map
where the subscript 0 means the identity component. For any ζ ∈ H * K (M ss ) we let ζ| G× N R Z ss R denote the image of ζ under the composition of the above map and the restriction map H * K (M ss ) → H * K (GZ ss R ). Then the main result of [23] is the following splitting of the map κ ss M : H * K (M ss ) → IH * (M//G) obtained by "truncating along each stratum" when the action is weakly balanced.
Theorem 5.4 [23] Let
Example 5.5 We continue Example 2.5. In the terminology of Theorem 5.4 we have n R = 5, and so we have to remove C{ξ i ρ j : i = 0, 1, j ≥ 3} to get V M . Hence,
Therefore, the intersection Poincaré series for P 7 //C * is 1 + 2t 2 + 3t 4 + 3t 6 + 3t 6 + 3t 8 + 2t 10 + t 12 .
This formula could also be obtained by the sort of calculation described for P n //SL(2) in Example 5.1, but such a calculation is usually lengthier. Then we have the following theorem [23] . Even though by Theorem 6.1 the cup product in H * K (M ss ) determines the intersection pairing in IH * (M//G) via the isomorphism κ ss M , in practice the cup product structure can be extremely difficult to compute. To overcome this problem, we lift the computation to the partial desingularization and in the next section we reduce it to the abelian case to which localization theorems will be applied. to be the quasi-projective subvariety given by
Let∆ be the (Zariski) closure of ∆ inM ×M (T ) , which is therefore a complex projective variety upon which T c acts. Finally letM be the variety constructed from∆ by first resolving its singularities in a T c -equivariant way and then applying the T c partial desingularization procedure. Then we have 
t t t t t t t M//T c
Noting that ηD 2 is pulled back from H * T (M) we have
(since the maps in the above diagram are birational). Thus we have proved (1.7):
As noted in the introduction, although we could in principle evaluate the left hand side of this equation directly using a residue formula onM , the fact that the construction ofM is not canonical and involves the application of Hironaka's resolution of singularities theorem makes this difficult. There are no such problems in evaluating the right hand side via a residue formula sinceM (T ) is constructed by an explicit, finite sequence of blowups of closed nonsingular subvarieties. The action of T c lifts toM 1 , and we can linearize it with respect to an ample line bundle which is the tensor product of a large power of the pullback of the hyperplane line bundle on M, and O(−E) (where E is the exceptional divisor). We then repeat this procedure until we haveM r for which RM r = ∅, and we setM (T ) =M r . This procedure is completely explicit, andM (T ) is a nonsingular connected complex projective variety with a T c action (linearized with respect to a suitable ample line bundle). , where V F is the restriction to F of the normal bundle to M F in
IfF is a component
is the result of applying the partial desingularization construction to the action of T c on the associated projective bundle P(V F ). Thus π (T ) :F → F is a fibration whose fibre at x ∈ F is a connected component of the fixed point set of the action of T c on P(V F,x ) (T ) . So we can rewrite the formula in Proposition 7.2 as
whereF F is the set of connected components of the action of T c on P(V F ) (T ) . To avoid cumbersome notation we are omitting (π (T ) ) * where η appears in the integral overF .
We can also perform the integrals overF ∈F F by first integrating over the fibres ofπ (T ) :F → F , leaving us with an integral over F , as follows. Let α 1 , ..., α k be the weights for the action of T c on the bundle V F over F , with corresponding weight spaces V F,1 , ..., V F,k such that
Then the components of the fixed point set for the action of T c on P(V F ) are the projective subbundles P(V F,1 ),..., P(V F,k ). Let us suppose for simplicity that P(V F ) (T ) = P(V F ); if this is not the case we have to iterate the process being described. Then we may assume that F = P(V F,1 ).
The equivariant Euler class eF of the normal toF inM (T ) is the product of the pullback of the equivariant Euler class e F,M F of the normal bundle to F in the component M F of the fixed point set of T F , together with the equivariant Euler class e P(V F,1 ) of the normal to P(V F,1 ) in P(V F ), and the equivariant first Chern class of the tautological line bundle τ on P(V F ) which is the normal to the exceptional divisor inM (T ) . Thus
.
Now if h is the first Chern class of the hyperplane line bundle on
where Π : V F → F is the bundle map, so the normal to P(V F,1 ) in P(V F ) is isomorphic to
and so e P(V F,1 ) = j =1
where the x j,i j are the Chern roots of V F,j . Hence
In order to integrate over the fibres of the map P(V F,1 ) → F , we need to express
(7.5) as a polynomial in h whose degree equals the dimension d of the fibres, using the relation
This relation implies that
for all j ≥ d + 1, so if we use it to write h j as a polynomial of degree d in h then the coefficient s j of h d in this polynomial satisfies 
Therefore what we are after is the constant coefficient in
. So we can, if we wish, write F η/eF as a residue:
but it is vital to remember that
must be expanded here as a power series in t as at (7.5), whereas 1 i 0 (t + x 0,i 0 ) must be expanded as a power series in t −1 . 
) (cf. Example 3.2). If, on the other hand, n is even, then we need to blow M up at the unique T -fixed point in µ −1 T (0) in order to obtainM (T ) . The weights of the induced action on the exceptional divisor P n−1 inM (T ) are −n, 2 − n, ..., n − 2, n with 0 omitted. The action of T onM (T ) thus has 2n isolated fixed points, n of them lying in the exceptional divisor and the rest given by the fixed points F ∈ F − F 0 . If as before η = q(ξ, ζ 2 ) ∈ H * K (M) has degree 2(n − 3) then Proposition 7. q(0, X 2 ) 2 n−3 X n−2 (n − 2j) k =j,0 (k − j)
).
Note however that because n is even we have res X=0 ( j:0<n−2j≤n q(0, X 2 ) 2 n−3 X n−2 (n − 2j) k =j,0 (k − j) ) = 0, so we can omit the final sum from the expression above for κM (η)[M//G] if we wish.
8 Pairings on the partial desingularization and in intersection cohomology 
Moreover as in Remark 7.3 we may rewrite the integrals in this formula as integrals over the components F ∈ F of the fixed point set of the action of T on M. However these computations may, in practice, be quite complicated.
Luckily it turns out that if the G action is weakly balanced and α| M ss and β| M ss lie in the subspace V M of H * K (M ss ) which is isomorphic to IH * (M//G) then the computations may be simplified considerably and there is no need to consider the blowupM (T ) of M.
Recall that we are assuming that M is a nonsingular complex projective variety embedded in a complex projective space P n , and that G acts on M via a complex representation ρ : G → GL(n + 1) of G such that ρ(K) ⊆ U(n + 1). This representation ρ gives us a lift of the action of G on M to the hyperplane line bundle over M, i.e. a linearization of the action of G on M. We can change the linearization without changing the action of G on M by multiplying ρ by any character χ : G → C * of G. If we identify χ with an element of k * in the usual way by taking the derivative at the identity of the restriction of χ to K, then this change in linearization corresponds to shifting the moment map µ : Suppose p ∈ ∆ i and q ∈ ∆ i . Then M ss p ⊂ M ss q and this inclusion induces a birational map
then this map is an isomorphism but more generally it will be the composition of a sequence of blowdown maps.
Proof: Recall from Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 6.3 that Let U be open in the subset M s ⊂ M ss of stable points in M for the G action (and recall that U is then contained in the stable part of M with respect to the T c action with linearization induced from that of G). Applying to compactly supported cohomology on U the arguments used by Martin in [27, 28] (see also [22] Section 3) to prove (1.6), we find that τ D 2 ∈ H * Tc (M ss 0,T ) is the image under the composition Provided the action is weakly balanced with respect to q and we restrict η to be a multiple of τ D 2 then the same result holds when q ∈ ∆ i \ ∆ i .
Since p is a regular value of µ T we can evaluate
using a residue formula as at (1.6) which involves a sum over the set F of fixed point components of the T action on M. Together with the results of Section 6 this allows us, when the G action is weakly balanced, to write down residue formulae for computing pairings in the intersection cohomology IH * (M//G), as follows.
Theorem 8.4 Suppose that the G action on M is weakly balanced and that α, β ∈ H * K (M) have degrees whose sum is the real dimension of M//G. Suppose also that α| M ss and β| M ss lie in the subspace
for any sufficiently small ǫ ∈ t * which is a regular value of the moment map µ T . 
where αβ = q(ξ, ζ 2 ). In fact the observation at the very end of Example 7.4 shows that this is a valid formula for κM (αβ)[M//G] even when we omit the assumption that α| M ss and β| M ss lie in the subspace V M .
Witten's integral
In the case when 0 is a regular value of the moment map µ Witten relates the intersection pairings of two classes κ M (α), κ M (β) of complementary degrees in H * (M//G) coming from α, β ∈ H * K (M) to the asymptotic behaviour of the integral I ǫ (αβe iω ) given by
where as beforeω = ω + µ. He expresses the integral as a sum of local contributions, one of which reduces to the intersection pairing required while the rest tend to 0 exponentially fast as ǫ tends to 0.
Even when 0 is not a regular value of µ, Witten's integral I ǫ (ηe iω ) decomposes into the sum of a term I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) determined by the action of K on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of µ −1 (0), and other terms which tend to zero exponentially fast as ǫ → 0. We shall see that there is a residue formula for I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) which again is a sum over components of the fixed point set of T on M. This residue formula is related to the formulas for pairings in the intersection homology of M//G given in previous sections, but it is not in general a polynomial in ǫ; instead it is a polynomial in √ ǫ.
In Sections 4 and 7 of [20] it is proved that the integral I ǫ (ηe iω ) can be expressed as
where W is the Weyl group of K and Q η (·) is a piecewise polynomial function on t * supported on cones each of which has its apex at µ T (F ) for some component F of the fixed point set of T on M. Here as before s is the dimension of K, while l is the dimension of the maximal torus T . For the definition of Q η see the statement of Theorem 7.1 of [20] : it is
where σ η (X) = Π * (e iω e iµ(X) η(X)), and Π * denotes the integral over M while F T is the Fourier transform over t. Equivalently if {e j } is a basis for t so that an element of t is given as y = j y j e j , we may write
where we define the differential operator
as a product over the positive roots γ of K.
We shall need to introduce a set of (possibly degenerate) cones C = {C 1 , . . . , C d }, each with apex at 0, for which t * is the union of C ∈ C, the intersection of any two is contained in their boundaries and Q η is polynomial on a neighbourhood of 0 in each C. Let Q η 0 be the piecewise polynomial function which is polynomial on each cone C ∈ C (each having its apex at 0) and which coincides with Q η near 0. Let
Then the argument of [20] Section 6 shows that there exist real numbers ρ β > 0 and functions h β : R + → R such that for some N β ≥ 0 the product ǫ N β h β (ǫ) remains bounded as ǫ → 0 + and
In Section 8 of [20] a residue formula is given for I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) in the case when 0 is a regular value of the moment map µ. In this case n 0 I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) is equal to η 0 e iω+ǫΘ [M//K], where Θ ∈ H * (M//G) was defined at (1.3) and n 0 is the order of the stabilizer of a generic point of µ −1 (0), and thus I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) is a polynomial function of ǫ. The proof of Theorem 8.1 of [20] can be modified to obtain a formula for I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) in the general case when it may not be a polynomial in ǫ (see Example 9.7 below).
If F ∈ F is a component of the fixed point set of the maximal torus of T acting on M let β F,j (for j ∈ J F ) be the weights of the action of T on the normal bundle to F in M. We choose a connected component Λ of the set of ξ ∈ t for which β F,j (ξ) = 0 for all F and j; we then adjust the signs of the β F,j (for all F and j) in such a way that β F,j (ξ) > 0 for all ξ ∈ Λ (see [16] ).
We can then define res Λ (h(X)[dX]) as in [20] Section 8 when h(X) is of the form
where q(X) is a polynomial in X ∈ t while β 1 , ..., β N ∈ t * all lie in the dual cone of Λ and λ ∈ t * does not lie in any cone of dimension at most l − 1 spanned by a subset of {β 1 , ..., β N }. By [21] iii) If q(X) = X j 1 1 ...X j l l then the limit lim s→0+ res Λ (h sλ (X)[dX]) is 0 unless N = l + j 1 + .... + j l . iv) If q(X) = 1 and N = l and {β 1 , ..., β l } is a basis for t * then res Λ (h λ (X)[dX]) = 0 unless λ = λ 1 β 1 + ... + λ l β l where λ j > 0 for each j, and if this is the case then res Λ (h λ (X)[dX]) = | detβ| −1 , whereβ is an l × l matrix whose columns are the coordinates of β 1 , ..., β l with respect to any orthonormal basis of t.
Finally in order to remove the restriction on λ we choose ρ ∈ t * such that −ρ lies in the dual cone of Λ and define res ρ,Λ (h λ (X)[dX]) = lim s→0+ res Λ (h λ+sρ (X)[dX]).
Except for the additional factors of i discussed in Remark 3.4, when applied to suitable meromorphic differential forms on the complexified Lie algebra of the torus, res ρ,Λ gives the multivariable residue which appeared in Section 3.
If F ∈ F we define a cone C(F ) in t, with apex at µ T (F ), by
where the β F,j are the weights of the action of T on the normal bundle to F with adjusted signs as above. By subdividing the cones C ∈ C if necessary, we can assume that for each F ∈ F and each C ∈ C, either there is a neighbourhood of 0 in C which is contained in C(F ) or there is a neighbourhood of 0 in C which does not meet the interior of C(F ). Then if F ∈ F we let C F be the set of C ∈ C such that there is a neighbourhood of 0 in C which is contained in C(F ). where the constant A K is given by
Here e F denotes, as before, the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to F , and if f is a piecewise polynomial function which is polynomial on a neighbourhood of 0 in the cone C, then P C (f ) denotes the polynomial which is equal to f on a neighbourhood of 0 in C.
Proof:
The proof is a straightforward modification of [20] , Sections 4 and 8. ¿From (9.1), we have where F T denotes the Fourier transform over t. We now expand the integral over M using the abelian localization theorem, to get a sum of terms F ∈F F i * F (η(X)e iω ) e F (X) e i µ(F ),X , each corresponding to a component F of the fixed point set of the action of T (see for example [16] ). The Fourier transform can thus be expressed as a sum over F such that the term corresponding to F ∈ F is a piecewise polynomial function supported on a cone with apex at µ T (F ). Decomposing t * into cones C with apex at 0 as above, we find that the integrand on each cone C is e −|y| 2 /2ǫ times a piecewise polynomial function p C . The functions D(y)res ρ,Λ D(X) F i * F (η(X)e iω ) e F (X) e i µ(F )−y,X are also piecewise polynomial, and we can assume that they are also polynomial on a neighbourhood of 0 in each of the cones C ∈ C. To define I ǫ 0 (ηe iω , we replace p C by the polynomial p 0 C which equals p C in a neighbourhood of 0 in C, which by the argument of [20] Section 8 is (2π) l/2 i l D(y)P C res ρ,Λ D(X) This gives us the formula in the statement of the theorem.
Remark 9.2 If the condition that C ∈ C F (in other words that a neighbourhood of 0 in C lies in C(F )) guarantees that the residue res ρ,Λ D(X) F i * F (η(X)e iω ) e F (X) e i µ(F )−y,X is a polynomial function of y on C (not merely piecewise polynomial), then we can omit the expression P C from (9.6).
Remark 9.3
If F ∈ F is such that µ T (F ) does not lie on a wall through 0 (or a wall such that the affine hyperplane spanned by the wall passes through 0), then 0 does not lie on the boundary of the cone C(F ), and hence either C F = ∅ or C F = C. If C F = ∅ then F ∈F + and F contributes zero to the expression for I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) in Theorem 9.1. If C F = C, so that F ∈ F + , then the contribution of F can be written as an integral over ∪ C∈C C = t and by the arguments of [20] Section 8 it is given by the same formula C K res ρ,Λ (D(X) 2 if j is odd, and if j is even it is
Thus we expect that √ ǫ will appear in the answer and I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) will not in general be a polynomial in ǫ. Remark 9.5 By subdividing the cones C ∈ C if necessary, we can assume that each C ∈ C is of the form C = {s 1 b 1 + ... + s l b l : s 1 , ..., s l ∈ R, s 1 ≥ 0, ..., s m ≥ 0} for some basis b 1 , ..., b l of t and some m ∈ {0, ..., l}. Then the formula of Theorem 9.1 can be expressed as a linear combination (whose coefficients are independent of ǫ) of integrals of the form where P (y) is a polynomial function of y ∈ R l and , is an inner product on R l . Using induction on l and calculations similar to those in Example 9.4, it follows that I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) is always a polynomial in √ ǫ, although not necessarily a polynomial in ǫ.
Suppose now that r 0 = 0 but that r j = 0 for j > 0.Then if η = q(ξ, ζ) ∈ H * T (M) we have from Theorem 9.1 that
dyres X=0 e ir j X e −y 2 /2ǫ e −iyX k =j (r k X − r j X) q(r j X, X)).
The contribution of each j > 0 to this expression is a polynomial in ǫ, but if q(0, X) = X N then res X=0 which is a nonzero constant multiple of ǫ (n−N −2)/2 . Thus if n − N is odd then I ǫ 0 (ηe iω ) is not a polynomial in ǫ.
